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About This Content

Eden Rising is a brand new action-packed Open World game! Explore the vast world of Eden and defend your bases from
hordes of alien monsters. Make use of everything you collect to craft powerful defenses, upgrade your weapons, and unlock

challenges.
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EDEN RISING: ASCENDANT EDITION

Eden Rising: Ascendant Edition unlocks the full Eden Rising experience. Explore the entire world of Eden and get access to
all sieges, gear, armor dyes, and more.

This edition is fully compatible with the free Explorer Edition – host a world for your friends and they’ll gain access, too!

Content included:

 Singleplayer and multiplayer mode

 Full compatibility with the Explorer Edition

 Cross-server character profiles

 Access to all areas currently in Eden: Warden Rock, Valley of the Ascendants, and Fungal Preserve (Explorer Edition
areas), as well as the Searing Coast, Typhon’s Pass, the Shattered Causeway, and Ultima Thule

 All sieges

 Hosting up to 8 players, inviting with Session Key, and quick-options for hosting (invite only, etc.)

 Access to all gear unlocks and armor dyes

 Top-tier bestiary mastery and rewards

 Nameplate and world list premium marker
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Title: Eden Rising: Ascendant Expansion
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Nvizzio Creations, Meridian4
Release Date: 17 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel 2.3 Ghz Core i5 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560 or AMD equivalent

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian
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Flat out broken. This VR horror experience is short but terrifying! The premise is that you are alone in the house (or are you)
sitting on your bed in the middle of the night. From there you look around and observe what happens for about 10 minutes.
There were a few points where I exclaimed out loud and it was very creepy overall. Definitely check this out, after all it is only
$1. Hope to see more work from this great developer!. Great game! Its nice to see a polished Strategy game coming for VR.
Cool take on the card based combat and base building. Usually not a huge fan of the turn based aproach, but it works in
Skyworld.

. eh why not. i mean theres co-op and multiplayer. plus building\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. From the little I played, I
recommend the game. Interesiting physical puzzles games with each of the characters, with a touch of comedy from the scientist
and signs around the map. Great for playing wtih friends and as a party game.

EDIT: Really fun party game, and usually requires everyone's involvements to solve the puzzles. Down side is that the game is
easily finished in 2 hours or less.. So this popped up yesterday on my Wishlist as a Sale item for \u00a37ish, being a huge
Cricket fan as well as Cricket Groundsman I just had to bite the bullet and grab it regardless of the lack of activity and Mixed
reviews (most of them said if you already own CC2015 then it's not worth it but if not then try it).

It's simple in design, no where near as detailed as the FM series or Motorsport Manager, getting into the first game is quick &
easy after a few minutes of Menu Hopping. But what it lacks in prettiness it gives bundles back in Statistics on each and every
player (a Cricket fans Dream), there's a ton of leagues to play with and all formats of the game are covered including the chance
to Captain\/Manage National Teams.

The 3D Replays are simple, they look a bit funny and after you've seen one match worth of highlights you've pretty much seen
every scripted scene. The Match Days options are great, you can change the aggressiveness of your batsmen, the Line & Length
of your Bowlers as well as set any Field you wish (within the Laws of the game).

There's Training Options for your players, you can Buy & Release Players at the start of each Season, it's pretty much all the
basics of Football Manager without the highly over-detailed additional areas.

My favourite area is the 'Pitch Groundsman' where you can determine the style of Wicket to be played on for your next home
game...like we do that in the real world...!

I've already found some pretty obvious bugs (last update was in January with no sign of the Devs\/update since) which are
slightly annoying but nothing game breaking as of yet.

I'm gonna keep it and see how it goes as it's not that bad it needs a refund, it was only a couple of Pints worth and it's something
to while away the hours at work on Match & Rainy Days or when the Wifes watching Celebrity Big Bloody Brother! If you like
Cricket get it and give it a go and see for yourself, it's cheap.

. They look nice and you get exactly what you payed for.

Why would anybody pay money for this?
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It's a game with a few major flaws, but for 2 dollars, I got more than my monies worth out of it. It plays as a board game, it's
turn based, and your goal is to influence a set number of countries over to your ideology. You have a bunch of agents you can
put in countries which can make it easier to spark a revolution, and some countries are more important than others, which helps
you flip other countries as well. The game isn't super deep, but I think there's enough there to make it fun. I played on normal,
and while I ran into some pitfalls and was on the verge of collapsing at a few points, once you know what you're doing and
stabilize your initial situation, the game is not extraordinarily difficult, and the learning curve isn't too steep, if you read the
manual and the tutorial, you should pick up enough to get by, the rest is trial and error.

As I said though, there are a bunch of negatives, that may be dealbreakers for some people (and for its regular price, I'd consider
them to be). The biggest one is the UI, it's total garbage, and for a game made in 2010, some of these issues are inexcusable, I've
played early 90's games that did a better job. The game is tied to a single resolution, that does not appear to be designed for
widescreen monitors (it did not display some text correctly, the top menu bar of your resources and income is not fully visible
and there's no way to fix this, and some arrow keys have "ghosts" next to time). While there is a listing of all your agents, and
where they are, there is no way to click on that list and go to them, so you have to remember where you have agents in the 70+
countries of the game to have them each take actions. There is a "master plan" menu that lets you automate all tasks with a
certain success rate, but sometimes this isn't good enough, so it's very easy to forget where you have people and they will just sit
around doing nothing the entire game.

The other big negative for me is total lack of feedback about what is going on in the game. For example, I have an assassin, of
skill 99, exp 99 (the highest possible in the game), and I'll have a 7% chance to execute an enemy of only 20 skill. The game
gives you the chance of success, but there's no way to tell how it arrives at that number, and in that particular example I ran into,
it seems very bizarre, especially when you'll get a 70% chance to kill with a much less qualified agent elsewhere. There's a ton
of technologies in the game, there are four trees, each with a bunch of techs that give you bonuses, but again, while the game
explains what each tech is (for example, dead drops, and it explains what a dead drop is if you didn't know), but there's nothing
that explains how that translates to what having that tech does in the game, how much better it lets you avoid detection, or detect
other agents, etc. So you have this research system that is large enough so that you'll never get everything, but there's no way of
prioritizing what is the best value or use to you, because there's just no way of knowing what the practical benefit to any of these
things are, other than they are (allegedly) providing a bonus.

The final negative is lack of multiplayer, this is a game where I think if you played against another human, even with the above
problems, would actually be a blast to play, becasue the whole point is hiding agents around the world and trying to spark
revolutions as quickly and quietly as possible, and having to go up against an actual human intelligence as opposed to an AI that
does not really make the best decisions would be an entirely different ballgame.. This is basically a text-based RPG that tells a
revisionist history of colonial Congo, in which the Congolese rise up and overthrow the King of Belgium. (Picture  Inglorious
Basterds in text form, stripped of verbal pizzazz, and with Leopold II taking the place of the fuhrer).

I'll concede upfront that it's not a particularly good  game. The basic mechanic involves clicking on various villages, recruiting any
of the locals that feel like joining your army, and then attacking whichever colonial official is labelled "Very Easy" at that moment.
(The game calculates this automatically, depending on how many soldiers and weapons you've got with you at the time). The battles
themselves require a bit of quick-thinking resource management, as various options pop up while the two sides trade attacks.
Increase your defense, or call in reinforcements? Make yourself invulnerable for four rounds, or take a chunk out of your enemy's
stamina stats? This is pretty much the only part of the game that requires any degree of skill, and the lack of clear instructions
meant that it took me an hour or so until I realized that I was even supposed to be making some of these choices at all. Once you get
the hang of it, though, the game becomes incredibly easy (probably mind-numbingly so for some players).

There's no animation or sound effects to accompany any of this, just a mournful classical music loop that gets pretty annoying
after awhile. However, the game is just short enough (1-2 hours) that I didn't get bored, though that's probably due to the fact that
I'm a history nerd with a soft spot for a good colonial uprising. I particularly enjoyed the way that the victories snowballed into
each other, with your army becoming larger, more and more villagers joining your side, and the momentum of inevitable victory
beginning to take hold. (None of this is really communicated by the game; my imagination had to do the work). The final battle
against Leopold himself is totally ridiculous from a factual standpoint, but also cathartic: who  doesn't want to take some revenge
for Congo's historical suffering, if only through a cheap Steam game?

 Unheard Screams is a curio, and probably won't be enjoyable unless you've got a particular interest in both colonial history and
experimental video games. I'm gonna go out on a wild limb here and guess that's quite a niche market -- but it also happens to be
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one that I squarely belong to. So it's a "thumbs up" from me, and a bit of a warning to everyone else.. one of the best, but omg that
anime boy.. General Review:
I like it. It's a good all around game. I'd recommend it.
Don't get me wrong, it could use some polish, but for 3 dollards its damn good. It's definately not easy, but if you're familiar with
other shmups or you just like a challenge this should be no problem. Personally I like that all the levels and weapons are unlocked
right out of the box. This is the kind of game where you can just jump in and play to kill a few hours. The sword and turret
mechanic takes some getting used to but its interesting and adds a new dimention to the game. Also the music is killer. There is no
sound other than the music, which might seem weird to some, but I get tired of listening to repeditive firing anyway. This is a good
all around indie game. I give it a 7 out of 10. If they keep adding to it (and so far they have been) I'll probably up that to an 8 out
of 10.

Places where it could be improved:
-Cards. All of these games should have cards.
-There doesn't seem to be any score board where you can compare one run to the next. In a game like this that really needs to
happen.
-There are no rewards or unlockables. I do like that everything is unlocked and you can jump right in, but it would be nice if the
game rewarded you for beating it or something.
-The instructions are not as clear as they could be, but I have seen them change some of this up. It's better than when I bought it, but
it still needs a little work.
-The text is too small in some places. If I've got to squint to read it then it's not going to help me in the game. I tried to pause the
game to see what my score was, but you can't see any stats when you pause.
-The ultra weapon is a little weak. It destroys everything in its path, but its hard to get out (you need 100 charges) and it's hard to
aim. At least make it bigger or something.
-Ok, this last one might be me being picky, but since I'm listing stuff I'd like to see, how about the ability to change the difficulty?
Like a really hard for experts and an easy for the novice?

Stuff I really liked:
-I loved the turret and sword once I got used to it. It's kind of a mental gymnastics to move and aim with two different guns while
still using your starblade to block bullets. It's kind of awesome once you get into it.
-I thought the music was great. Took me forever to realize you could change songs in the escape menu. (there were some bugs with
the music, but I think they fixed it)
-I really like that there are so many colors and ships to choose from, even if they don't do anything different. Having that much
choice in how you look is a nice touch.
-You get to pick a primary and a secondary gun that you can switch between in a fight. And with the 9 different guns it feels very
flexable. To me they all seem pretty well balanced but I've got my favorite.
-Infinity Mode! I love it when games put a game mode that just allows you to play.
-The enemies are varied and creative. A lot of these games just put the same enemy in there over and over. In this game there are
lots of different baddies.
-The new backgrounds are interesting. When the game first came out the bgs were flat and plain. Now they have depth and they
move. Some people might complain that there are no space backgrounds, but really I like these. It's different.

*I'll finish this off with a trick I learned. If you leave the controls set to mouse and keyboard you can still move with a controller
(I'm using a plain old xbox controller) but still use the mouse for the turret and sword. Sometimes the sword feels a little clunky on
with the stick and moving with on the keyboard with wasd isn't nearly as precise. So I use the controller in one hand to move and the
mouse in the other to aim the turret\/sword.. I can describe most of the features of this game with the word 'solid', from the writing,
to the gameplay, to the characters and coding. None of these things truly stand out as exceptional, but together they produce a game
that I found both addictive and memorable.

While it lasted at least, be aware that this game is 'very' short. While that time is lengthened a far bit by the game being pretty hard
(in a good way), the story lasts about four hours.

Those hours are certainly good ones however, and the art and moral choices both stand out as being a cut above most offerings at
this price. Together, this game is very easy to recommend.. a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ of doom wads. really hardcore game overtime colors
might screw your eyes tho. This game taught me to keep my cassettes as far away from magnets as possible.
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